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ABSTRACT
A behaviora4lly oriented approach to facilitate

.marital satisfactions is presented in this paper. The underlying
rationale of the approach is presented and discussed. Furthermore,
the author describes the use of the following intervention
techniques: change facilitating propaganda, specification of the
behaviors desired to be facilitated, reciprocity contracting,
charting, behavior rehearsal, and modeling. (Author)
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In a recent text on marital and family counseling (Hardy and Cull,

1974), it was estimated that one out of each four marriages will end-up

with a divorce. Furthermore, statistics from California, a state which

typically foretells national trends, indicated that the divorce rate is

one out of every twS marriages for the general population and in some

urban centers; the .rate is,closer to four divorces for every five

marriages. It seems as though the unhappy marriage leading towards

divorce may be becoming the norm rather than the exception.'

I would like you to ntw fantasize a clinical conference perhaps ten

years from now where upon hearing that the client has been married to

the same spouse for over 15 years the clinicians may likely make the fol-

lowing inferencei--e.g. clear evidence of rigidity, stereo typed perSon-

v-ality patterns, fixation,. phobic reaction to new, emotionally, close

situations, etc. All because the poor "slob" has been married to the

same spouse for a long period of time:

I make this observation for primarily two purposes: (1) it serves

as an amusing and hopefully provocative opening to my talk and (2) It

6( \
leads me to the point that the approach and techniques I will discusst*

-

today are not viewed as panacea that if employed will ...lead to hap?iness

.-- and satisfaction for all. All I am saying is that I,, with my particularc)
.

to

/ e
set of personality characteristics, have found this approadi and related

techniques to be quite effective in the treatment of marital dyads in

which.b oth members are willing and cownitted to imp-ove their level of

satisfaction in the marital,relationship.
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I consider myself a behaviorally oriented practitioner in that

(1) the procedures I employ are derived from such traditional prin-

ciples of learning as positive reinfoiTements modeling and-behavior

therapy TSf0 change specific behaviors? 66

and not to make "global" personality changes.in the individual.

That'is, my goal is not to-change a spouse- described, as a "cold fish"

into W. Warmth", but only to get th7t individual to ivptrease the

frequency of a number of defihed verbal and nonverbal "affectionate"

behaviors; and (3) my focus is on the Rresent and future, and not on

the pait. In practice, I spend little time exploring the types of
. ,t1

problems that have brought tt:ie couple ,intR,therapy. My tendency is

to jump directly to such questions as: How would you like your, rela-

tionship to be different from the way it is now?, How would you like

your spouse to be different ?; How would you like to'change?

My conceptualization of the Orital dyad is similar to that

irecently expressed by Stuart (1969), Liberman 6p 1p) and Azrin, Neste;

and Jones (1973). ,Individuals involve themselyes within a marital

.
-contract for the dyad priomises a greater amount of reinforcemen than

the nonmartied state. To the ex ent that reinforcements are ovided

at.acceptable levels for each me ber of the dyad, the maritaY partners

experience satisfaction within the relationship aind the lik ihood of

,further maintenance of such a relationship,increases. A di ruption in

the reinforcement *Fess between the.marital partners leads to dis-

satisfaction, ange,,divorce and in some cases; an appointment with .a

marital counselor. Within thii framework: the overall role of the

counselor is to increase the frequency of reinforcement for each spoute,

in the dyad. The approach towards reinforcement that I take is similar

to such concepts as Stuart's (1969) and Azrin, et al (1973) "reciprocity",

Jackson's (1965) "quid pro quo" and Masters'& Johnson's(1970)
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"give to get". That is, each S,rrip3ed:rtni 'theThat

idea that by providing reinforcement to your spouse, this serves,to
- .

----- --reinforce your spdaseis attempts- at-- providing reinforcement to you.
It-

-Forexample, if John wogiis hi-w-ifE-to6peN more time talking with

him after dinner and Betty wants John to be mOre,verbally'affectionate

John's increased attempts to be verbally affectionate will serve to

reinforce,Betty's attempts to increase his after-dinner'conversations.

vice versa: Thus, a reinforcement reciprocity system is establish

With this background, let me briefly relate to you some of the

things.I actually do within the therapy situation; First, I find it

quite .helpful and facilitative to present to the couple my"behavioral

orientation. Many individuals come into counseling with the ideathat

their behavior and the behavior'of their partner is fixed. "I'm-shy,
/

, I was always shy and I will always be shy." or "He's riot affectionate.

He was never affectionate.and he never will be affectionate." I find

that the orientation that behavior is learned, that it"can be unlearned

and new behaviors can be learned irr its place, is hopeful, optimistic

and generally facilitation towards change. Explanation of my behavioral

orientation helps in a second way. By presenting th concept of

reciprocity, if focuses the partners not only on how they would like

each othe to change, ,.(most couples are good at that upon entering

V

therapy) but it also highlightsthe'importance of changes in their own

behavior. Thias, "if you want your spouse to change, you must change to

reinforce-your partneri, attempts at change". Again' this fo,cus serves'

to. facilitate the therapeutic change process.

& second important component to my therapeutic interveniion,concerns

gettirig the couple to/define specific behaviors they would like to see

in their spouse thatwould serve to increase the satisfaction they are

experielicing within the marital dyad. Rather than working with such
ki>
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- 6als as asking their partner to be more affectionate or sociable, these

-_,-gfobal goals are discussed in such specific behavioral terms as "I want-

..

Imy spouse to kiss me when he or she com o.res home from work." "I want.

L

e--rtt-her-tisen-tftrectly-te-a-vL,--the

.dinner table." Oncethe specific behavioral changes desired by each

spouse are determined, a "deal" or,contract is negotiated within the,

y framework, For exampl, John may agree to kiss his wife,

upon coming home from work if she agrees to.stay with John after dinner

-and talk with him (and vice versa I often find it quite useful to

formalize such agreements by havi g the couple actually write up the

negotiated agreement in the formiof a contract and then sign it. In

general, teaching the couple topecify clearly their wants and then to

negotiate for them within a rec4rocity fraffeiOri appears to be a

t

"learning" that can help the coOle in their relationship with each other

long after the actual therapeutic intervention has terminated.
tr

Monitoring, or to use another term "charting', is a technique I

often employ in my work with coplei. Depending on the specific circum-

stances, I may have each member of the couple record thefrequency in

which their partner carries out the contract or I may have the partners

keep track of their own behaviors related to the agreed upon.cantinact.

FurthermOre, I find monitoring Most useful when a member of the couple

finds specific aspects,of the relationship difficult to handle. For

example, if Betty finds it difficult to express verbal affection to her

husband; may save Betty keep a chart of all those times when she

wanted to-express affection but was Unable. (e.g: she felt too uncom-

fortable) I find the mere act of self-recording to facilitate such

behaviors, and furthermore the specific details arthe situation are

recorded and thus can be brought into and dealt wittrN the therapy

session.
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Finally, I make much use of the, techniques of behavior rehearsal

and' modeling. For example, if mating affectionatd statements is a

problem for _ope_member .of -_the_ couple-, -I-- will have.,that spOuse actually

practice and rehearse making such statements within theitheraoy: .

situation. Furthermore, I (and the other partner) will tiften.function

to provide reinforcement for the spouse's attempts, to provide corrective

feedback and perhaps even to model various ways of expressing the desired

affection. This rehearsal process serves the dila) function of desenpi-

tizing the spouse to the Uncomfortable behavior being dealt with, and

providing that spouse with an opportunity *to increase his interpersonal

This,paper serves as only a brief explanation of my atiordachtto

marital therapy and as a potpourri of the techniques I generally employ.

I hope this information will beUseful in your own clinical practices

and I would be most interested in hearing about similar innovations and

technique's that you have found facilitative.

,
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